Assessment of bone marrow infiltration diagnosed by flow cytometry in canine large B cell lymphoma: prognostic significance and proposal of a cut-off value.
The aims of this study were to assess the prognostic significance of bone marrow (BM) infiltration in canine large B cell lymphoma (LBCL) and to establish cut-off values for designating the BM as infiltrated by lymphoid blasts. The degree of BM infiltration by large CD21 positive cells in dogs with LBCL was assessed by flow cytometry (FC) and related to time to progression (TTP) and lymphoma-specific survival (LSS). Forty-six dogs were prospectively enrolled, staged and treated with a dose-intense chemotherapeutic protocol. BM infiltration was directly correlated with peripheral blood infiltration (P=0.001), high lactate dehydrogenase activity (P=0.0024) and substage b disease (P<0.001). In the univariate analysis, there was a significant association between BM infiltration diagnosed by FC and both TTP (P=0.001) and LSS (P<0.001). Substage was the only factor associated with TTP in the multivariate analysis (P=0.002), whereas substage (P<0.001) and anaemia (P=0.008) were associated with LSS. A cut-off of 3% BM infiltration had the strongest prognostic value, since it discriminated between dogs with a poorer prognosis (median TTP 69 days; median LSS 155 days) and dogs with a better prognosis (median TTP 149 days; median LSS 322 days). BM analysis is an essential step in the staging of LBCL. The presence of BM infiltration by FC at diagnosis is a negative prognostic indicator in canine LBCL.